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E. Rachael Hardcastle is an Amazon international no.1 bestselling author from Bradford, West
Yorkshire in the UK.  She has diplomas in Successful Self-Publishing and Journal Therapy, alongside
a university Business Studies qualification and many other writing-related achievements.
 
Rachael is also a trained copy-editor and publishing coach, and now runs Curious Cat Books, an
indie publishing house designed to help overwhelmed debut authors. She is also now the manager
of the upcoming anonymous wellbeing blogger, 'Girlboss.Guru' (1st Sept 2021).

"As a speculative fiction author, I believe in entertaining my readers by offering a temporary escape
from reality. Whilst I aspire to write fun, addictive adventures with characters my readers can
relate to, I need to write meaningful and emotive stories alongside them to explore the depths of
what it is be human—in doing so, I can encourage people to also look within.

I feel through writing we face our darkest fears, explore infinite new worlds and realise our true
purpose. Creative writing helps me to understand what my purpose is."

I N T R O D U C T I O N

A B O U T  T H E  A U T H O R

AMAZON INTERNATIONAL #1 BESTSELLING AUTHOR

https://www.erachaelhardcastle.com/curiouscatbooks
http://www.girlbossguru.com/


1) Aeon Infinitum: Run For Your Life - YA Science Fiction (Post-Apocalyptic/Dystopian)

Daemon Czar has activated the Harmony Grid, and the people of Titan are panicking...

Ever since the meteor NORA struck the planet, plunging what remains of Earth into six
months of darkness, the human race has survived in Titan, a purpose-built underground
ark. Eden, Elvandra and Ginny are thrust together in their fight for survival as they cross a
post-apocalyptic world in search of a newer, better sanctuary.

But with the darkness comes freezing temperatures, an unexpected war with the banished,
and hungry, crazed mutants who aren't quite what they seem...

Can you survive the Harmony Grid?
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According to Wikipedia, an annual report is a comprehensive report on a
company's activities throughout the preceding year. Annual reports are intended
to give shareholders and other interested people information about the
company's activities and financial performance. They may be considered as grey
literature. Most jurisdictions require companies to prepare and disclose annual
reports, and many require the annual report to be filed at the company's registry.
Companies listed on a stock exchange are also required to report at more
frequent intervals.

2) Noah Finn & the Art of Suicide - Adult Visionary/Metaphysical Novella, book 1

Noah Finn is about to commit suicide. He's standing on the roof of the World Trade
Center's north tower when American Airlines Flight 11 crashes into the building.

Greeted by a man who calls himself Christopher Saint on a NYC subway train, Noah must
learn seven lessons for the right to choose his afterlife.

It's 08:46 am.
And Noah Finn no longer wants to die.

3) Noah Finn & the Art of Conception - Adult Visionary/Metaphysical Novella, book 2

There are two things Maria Shephard knows for sure at this moment:
There is no God.
She will die on Christmas Day.

Marshal Shephard, the man in the passenger seat, isn't moving or speaking. But he's
looking directly at her. There are flashing lights in Maria's peripheral vision. A voice asks if
she can move her legs.

She hates that she can't.
She hates that she's still here.

Noah Finn checks his watch.
It's almost time...

4) Finding Pandora: The Complete Collection - YA High Fantasy (4 Book Collection)

Arriette Monroe never expected to be thrust into the heart of supernatural chaos, nor did
she deem herself worthy of four incredible gifts.

But when she hears the legendary Pandora's box has been reopened, putting the human
race at risk of extinction, Arriette and her friends begin a quest to find and protect it from
Haeylo's most powerful Everlast, Falkon Lou.

Although Arriette thinks she's walking pandemonium, the Recruit think she's their
saviour...

And they're willing to prove it.



5) Bluetooth & the World Wide Web - Middle-Grade Children's
Humour/Insects/Technology (co-written with Rachael's father, David Hardcastle)

Simon Ranchilla is being bullied by the grasshoppers in his class; he's the only insect in his
school with a blue fang.

But when their connection to the World Wide Web is attacked by WASP, Simon suddenly
discovers his fang has an amazing ability.

With the help of his dentist, a mechanic, and a grumpy old flea, Simon and his friends set
off on a mission to save their community!

6) Forgotten Faith - YA Romance Short Story (only
available on Amazon Kindle)

When Josephine Freeman meets Mark, he's just
another lonely soul looking for a saviour. He's got the
looks, the charm and the interest in Jo she's always
wanted. Trouble is, she's still in love with her boss,
Candy Magazine's Daniel Paver.

After an unfortunate incident lands his wife in the
back of an ambulance, Jo begins to wonder if her
relationship with the boss will finally come to an end.

Little does she know, the relationship is only just
beginning...

7-11) Low Ash Primary School Short Story Collections 2018-2020
Written by the Year 6 Students and Published by Curious Cat Books

7. Children of War (book 1) 2018
8. Children of War (book 2) 2018
9. Ghosts of Valhalla (book 1) 2019
10. Ghosts of Valhalla (book 2) 2019
11. Survival of the Fittest 2020



12) The Universe Doesn't Give A Sh*t About Your Book:
A Brutally Honest Guide to Self-Publishing - Non-
Fiction/Writing Reference (also available in hardback)

If you need help with your book—perhaps you're not sure
what independent publishing is all about, or you're
feeling overwhelmed—you've certainly come to the right
place!

E. Rachael Hardcastle offers her insight in The Universe
Doesn't Give A Sh*t About Your Book, teaching you the
basics of self-editing, formatting and marketing your
debut book.

Whether you're already an established author or you're
just starting out... Rachael can help, and she wants you
to know that you're not alone on your journey to
success.
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Girlboss.Guru (Anonymous Blogger) - Wellbeing/Journaling Therapy (online only)

Girlboss.Guru sat on the motivation to create this blog for a long time. Torn between
wanting to remain anonymous and reaching out to offer advice and reassurance to other
anxious journal users, it took Girlboss over 12-months to generate the courage to write her
truth.

But when Girlboss realised how writing an anonymous blog—sharing honest journal entries
between useful advice and helpful reviews—could reassure even one person, she decided it
was about time she opened her heart (and the pages of her journal) to others.

Girlboss.Guru's dream is to create a warm and inviting space for women to learn more
about the benefits of journaling, and approach their problems like a boss! With years of
personal experience, a Journal Therapy diploma (and an addiction to cute stationery),
Girlboss hopes to provide the comfort and reassurance we all, sometimes, need to hear.
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